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Project Brief

The Cync app will support the purpose of the local Chamber of Commerce in its efforts to create an 
environment in which chamber members and businesses can prosper. The Chamber’s mission will be 
bolstered through a simple app designed to sync and share information about community happenings. 
This localized technology will act as a quick and easy resource for all residents, visitors, and surround-
ing counties alike to explore the community through a tech-savvy app. 

With a regular cadence of communication about local happenings, community attractions, and business 
offerings, this technology will provide a valuable platform for a wide audience in the community to benefit 
from. By building a platform for information to be quickly accessed by residents and non-residents alike, 
this technology will ultimately serve the community through real-time access to community information 
by increasing community involvement, economic growth, and community health. 

As the hub for all economic activity for a county, the Chamber of Commerce app will exist to promote the 
city for commercial expansion to foster a healthy economy centralized by community involvement and 
support of local businesses. Cync will provide an accessible platform for communication, promotional 
messaging, and a convenient community-wide source to learn about local events. 

Cync will help reduce the ever-present challenge the Chamber faces to help foster and grow a thriv-
ing economy. In addition, this technology will solve information flow problems by providing a relavent 
platform for the community that serves as one source of information by providing a platform to support 
chamber goals. The shared burden of information access with businesses and individuals is key to per-
petuating economic growth. Repetition of events, services, and communication is essential in fostering 
higher levels of community engagement and chamber growth. 

Cync value proposition is four-fold:

1. The emergence of this technology will serve as a tool to help foster the mission and goals of 
the Chamber Organization and raise awareness on the importance of investing locally through 
the regular buying and selling of goods and services.

2. Chamber members will have an additional platform bolstered by the Chamber to promote 
and share their products, services, or upcoming events.
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Definition, Justification, and
Exploratory Research 

Purpose:
The purpose of Cync is to sync community members and support the economic growth efforts 
of Chamber organizations in rural communities.

Cync is designed to bolster the goals of the local Chamber of Commerce by facilitating up-to-
date communications, providing local business support, and actively engaging the community 
towards the end goal of growing the local economy. This technology is customized to the local 
Chamber of Commerce in rural communities and is managed by the Chamber organization 
instead of individual contributors.

Mission Statement: 
The Cync mission is to provide a technology platform for information exchange within the
rural community thereby perpetuating economic growth and supporting the purpose of the 
Chamber.  

The Product:

3. Small businesses are projected to benefit from the emergence of this technology, as it will 
serve to encourage residents to become more active in their communities, thereby engaging 
with local businesses at an increased rate. 

4. Residents will benefit through greater access to information about community happenings, 
products, and services on a convenient and familiar technology source. In addition, residents 
are likely to understand the importance of staying local, perpetuating this technology’s value 
and increasing its affectiveness in supporting the needs of the community as a whole. 
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Problem and Solution:

One common problem many rural Chamber of Commerce organizations face is that 
members, citizens, and businesses are not taking advantage of the organization’s support 
offerings, or usining it to its fullest potential. This may be from lack of understanding about 
the purpose, mission, and goals of the chamber. The local Chamber exists to grow the
 economy, this is accomplished through syncing businesses with one another and with 
residents who may need the products/services those businesses offer. With mutually aligned 
goals, we believe that problems could be easily solved with modern technologies that facili-
tate communication, networking, and information dissemination. 

How does Cync solve this problem?

Cnyc solves this problem by modernizing the concept of the chamber of 
commerce to create accessibility right at the users’ fingertips. Cync can be used as a tool 
to help stimulate growth in the local economy, increase community 
involvement, and raise awareness for the chamber and businesses alike. These activities 
collectively increase the chance of economic growth for the residents, businesses owners, 
and citizens; effectively aiding the Chamber in their efforts to support the economic growth 
and expansion of the community.

According to a study 
conducted by a con-
sulting irm named The 
Schapiro Group, sync-
ing with a local Cham-
ber of Commerce can 
have a profound impact 
on local businesses.

The data shows:

49%

68%

73%

80%
Increase in the likelihood that consumers 
will patronize the business in the future.

Increase in consumer 
awareness.

Increase in its local reputation.

Increase in its consumer 
favorability rating.

https://www.nrrchamber.com/uploads/1/2/1/9/121985704/schapiro_onesheet.pdf
https://www.nrrchamber.com/uploads/1/2/1/9/121985704/schapiro_onesheet.pdf
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Comprehensive Research Report:

Chamber of Commerce resources with informed our thinking:
Websites: 
Gordon County Chamber
Gordon County Cencus
Dahlonega-Lumpkin Chamber
Athens Chamber
Greater Hall Chamber of Commerce
(APPs): 
The Mobile Chamber App

Inspirations: Inspired by the simple interface designs of the researched Chamber 
technologies above, we envision a one-stop-shop for chambers with a professional interface 
to improve the usability of the navigation,  menu,  and feature categories. Our 
experiences working directly with the chamber, community involvement, and existing 
technologies also served as inspiration. For the purpose of our app, we will use the Gordon 
County Chamber of Commerce to build Cync.

Improvements: Improvement opportunities are based around marrying technologies used to 
serve the chamber solely and technologies used to serve the purpose of event/local 
 happenings in the city. Cync will combine the two concepts not only serving the Chamber or 
event organizers but also serving residents of the community, effectively creating a 
 technology that serves three distinct sectors of the community for one common goal -the 
growth of the local economy. 

Likes: After researching chamber resources, we plan to structure our technology for optimal 
usability and accessibility by incorporating the following sections: Hotspots, Resources, and 
Events. We especially liked the sections “About the Chamber,” “Get Involved,” and “DISCOV-
ER Chamber” sections because they provide a quick and easy way for app users to navigate 
to different aspects of the chamber and get involved in local events. We think these could 
be utilized well in incorporating volunteers within the community as well as showcasing what 
each county has to offer. We also liked the menu category regarding the mission behind the 
chambers and we’d like to incorporate a similar mission section with our own app.
.

http://www.gordoncountychamber.com/
https://www.dlcchamber.org
https://athenschamber.com
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/gordoncountygeorgia/BZA010219#BZA010219
https://mobilechamber.com
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We envision our chamber technology idea being best suited in an iOS app format.  

Our goal is to create an app that will be operated by the Chamber staff and used by the 
residents of the county. Possible explorations for chamber members and businesses to 
manag will be considered during development if time and skill level allows. It is our belief 
that we would have a stronger value proposition in choosing an app platform as opposed to 
a website based on the vast number of chamber websites that currently exist. Our hope is to 
provide market value with a technology that is fresh, purposeful, and mission-oriented. 

We have chosen to develop our app using XCode for three reasons: 
1. Skill level. Our collective skills rest on the learnings from the NMI program, in which

we are taught XCode for app development.

2. We believe our vision for Cync can be fully realized using the XCode program.

3. It was developed by Apple, making it a great product to help us achieve our goal
of launching in the iOS app store.

We have chosen Cync to be available for IOS users based on researched data.  According 
to Statista, there are over 113 million iPhone users in the United States, and that number is 
constantly growing. 

Technology Driving the Product:

Dislikes: The sections on the websites regarding ‘Prosperity’, ‘Hot Deals’,  and the Business 
Directory may be seen as overwhelming for app user opposed to a website. App
users are generally more focused on looking to find the resource quickly and efficiently, 
which is why a website may not serve the same purpose as an app. 
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Hotspots:
Comprehensive list of community favorite hotspots, dynamically linking 
to external resources for more information. This list will include 
historical, new, and emerging establishments. The purpose of this 
feature is to raise awareness of the local favorites to encourage
 residents to explore their community more often.

Features:

Non-Profit: 
This section will list all organizations, followed by volunteer and 
sponsonship information for each. The purpose of this feature is to drive 
awareness of the non-profit organizations to encourage residents to 
become involved to help promote a healthier / safer environment for all 
residents. It is our belief that over time this will attract families to move, 
invest, and start businesses in a safe and engaged community.

Resources :
This section will support small businesses in the community and be a 
resource for residents to find needed services. These sections will be 
organized into the following categories: Food, Entertainment, and 
Venues. The purpose of this section is to promote local businesses and 
inform residents of local products and services. This feature will also 
serve as a value proposition for the Chamber to market its membership 
services.

Events :
A complete list of upcoming events dynamically linking to an external 
webpage/social for the user to get more information. The purpose of this 
feature is to drive community engagement at a regular cadence.
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Projected Milestones

Alpha 

25% - Prototype of Cync + Structure of website including pages with containers based on 
features. Updated prototype (roadmap for implementation) with logo + branding assets 
established (colors, font, elements).

50% - Pages, containers, content to host app features.

75% - Building Foundation for Capstone- Adding Content + Branding. Add additional content if 
needed, branding, begin technology implementation. Linking to external resources + map.

100% - Technology - explore opportunities (time and skill) for social engagement and /or booking 
technology to merge our ideas via technology. 

Beta

25% - Review accessibility/usability of existing Alpha. Continue working on the technology. 

50% - Revisit content and features - make it better.

75% - Produce the product and launch - then make it better.

100% -Polish. Presentation of the final product. 
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Competitive Advantage Report (CAR)

Market Justification:
The Cync App is designed to cater to three main audiences: small businesses, residents and 
vendors alike. Cync will include a network-centric design with  features that will solve prob-
lems in the chamber industry for three distinct audiences. Our Cync App will be instrumental 
in aiding the goals of the Chamber.  We envision Cync will fill an information gap in the com-
mercial market to benefit rural Chamber Organizations, local businesses and residents alike. 

The Cync Value Proposition reaches three distinct sectors of the community: 

Chamber Members: The Cync app interface will serve as a convenient way to deliver timely
messaging to the right audience when they need it.  Housed in an easy-to-navigate 
accessible smartphone app that delivers maximum usability to residents, vendors, and
 others who are actively involved in the Chamber.

Business Owners: The application will also serve small businesses to bolster the economic 
health of the community by providing a platform for businesses small and large to prosper in 
their community. 

Residents: Our technology will offer residents an information source at their fingertips. Readi-
ly available information will serve to engage community members and stimulate 
growth in the local economy.  

Problem
What sets Cync apart (and above) from the rest of the chamber softwares available on the 
market is that Cync is specifically catered to the chambers themselves as opposed to the indi-
vidual chamber members. Cync will alleviate many challenges  common to  rural Chamber of 
Commerce Organizations and support ongoing community growth efforts. 

Solution
Cync will help to Increase chamber memberships, aid local businesses, and promote com-
munity involvement and provide support for ongoing chamber goals. Serving as a platform to 
alleviate those pain points, Cync will provide chambers with a fully customized app that has 
county specific features in efforts to educate members and residents at the touch of a button. 
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Evidence of Market Demand 

Why a Chamber of Commerce App will benefit local businesses and residents

“If your goal is to gain more members and help community members build awareness for 
their business then a Chamber of Commerce app is necessary. Local businesses will have 
a great local platform to advertise and market themselves and the community will find it 
easy to locate a service or product that they need. It can also provide many other tools for 
local businesses while they are on-the-go.” 
-Software Developers India

Mobile App Download Statistics & Usage Statistics (2021):
A majority of the market for local events is the young adult population. Since many local 
chambers still advertise in print, this app would serve as a relevant platform for chambers to 
promote their events to a younger and wider audience, “There are 2.87 million apps avail-
able for download on the Google Play Store. 21% of Millennials open an app 50+ times per 
day.”  
-Buildfire.com

We plan on leveraging Cync’s unique mission towards assisting local and rural chambers to 
help our product stand out in the market against competitors. This mission will drive home 
the app’s competitive advantage by separating its market from the members to the 
chambers themselves, which a select few chamber apps have made it on the market. We 
plan on ensuring that the mission of the app is successful by providing features to delight 
users.

https://softwaredevelopersindia.com/blogs/chamber-of-commerce-app/
https://buildfire.com/app-statistics/
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Consumer Research:

Consumer Research for the Chamber App is two-fold
One: understanding the Chamber of Commerce Organization in rural communities, why it exists, 
and its mission within the community. 
Two: A detailed report of the target audience the Chamber serves. For the purposes of this proj-
ect, we will focus our efforts on the Chamber of Commerce in Gordon County, Georgia. Part One 
will detail the consumer details of the Gordon County Chamber of Commerce and Part Two will 
describe the demographic of the citizens of Gordon County, whom the chamber serves. 

Part One: 
The Chamber of Commerce in Rural Communities Consumer Research shows the 
organization’s efforts are centered around community awareness and engagement for support 
of economic expansion and growth. Some challenges of the chamber in my experience include 
commercial and industrial expansion with residents who oppose the commercialization of their 
rural county. A transparent and active awareness campaign is one way to combat this 
opposition. As the organization’s central purpose is to serve businesses within the community 
through networking, community happenings, awareness campaigns, and economic development 
within the county, it is reasonable to conclude the target audience is those in the professional 
sector of society as well as county residents with different messaging respectively.

Chamber Demographics: 

Gender: predominantly male with increasing 
gender diversity.
Age:  30 - 65
Race: Predominantly white with increasing 
diversity.
Education: Bachelors, some Masters

Location: Northwest Georgia
Interests:  Community growth, economic 
prosperity, businesess support
Wants: Network, invest in the community, be 
involved, status. 
Needs: Grow businesses
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Part Two:

The Gordon County Chamber of Commerce is located in a rural North Georgia community just 
below the Blue Ridge Mountains. The Chamber exists to connect members and the communi-
ty to promote economic growth and expansion. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Gordon 
County houses approximately 57,963 residents in 20,000 households of whom are predominant-
ly white comprising 91% of the total population. The county is split equally into male and female 
demographics, each boast of approximately 50%. Just over 50% of the population lands be-
tween the ages of 18-65, which is the target market for this Cync. 

In total the county holds 1,027 businesses, and a median household income of 45,865. Only 
14% of residents have a bachelor’s degree or higher. Seventy-two percent of residents have an 
ongoing internet subscription. With a demographic such as this, the Gordon County Chamber of 
Commerce has a specific challenge of creating low-cost, high-value experiences for the commu-
nity in an effort to encourage residents to invest and spend locally.

Gender : Male + Female

Age: 18-65

Race: predominantly white, smaller groups 
of African Americans and Hispanics.

Education: GED, Bachelors 

Income: $45,865

Location: Northwest Georgia

Interests: Hunting, fishing, outdoor sports & 
activities, festivals, family-oriented 
activities.

Wants: dining, entertainment, and cost-ef-
fective 

Needs: economic and community education
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User Personas:
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Background

Sam Champman is a small business owner in Gordon County, located approximately 1 hour
from downtown Atlanta. Sam has opportunities to gain business from interstate travelers and
repeat customers who reside within the county, and less often, customers will drop in from
neighboring counties. 

Being a small business owner, Sam has a responsibility to represent himself well at all times, or
he risks losing repeat customers. Sam inherited his business from his father before him. His
father's business was built solidly on southern hospitality during a time where folks stopped to
have a chat on the front porch before being on their way. The community has had a decade of
rapid expansion, which causes different challenges for Sam than his father had. When looking
for help to solve those problems, Sam discovered his local Chamber of Commerce and found
much support for his businesses and many networking opportunities through involvement in
that organization.  

Sam married his high school sweetheart shortly after graduating from the local community
college with a Business degree. He and his wife have been married for 13 years have four
children, who are active in various extra-curricular activities within the community. 

Motivations

Excellence in businesses (products &
service)
Business + Professional Growth
Networking 
Faith
Family
Friends 

Frustrations

Poor work ethic
dynamic technology software
reliance on technology
rushing through the day
People on their phones in social
settings.

Demographic

Gender years

Marital Status

Skills

Hospitality

0 25 50 75 100

Business

0 25 50 75 100

Customer Experience 

0 25 50 75 100

Technology
Browsers

Channels

SAM CHAPMAN

The Small Business Owner 
MARKET SIZE

40 %

TYPE

Artisan

Goals

Maintain a modest profit margin in his small business.
Enjoy evenings and weekends with his family of six.
 Find new and unique ways to grow / market his business
3rd-mile Customer Experience every time. 

Quote

“This app is what my business has been missing- a one stop shop to synch up with local
chambers and market to a wider audience. I am excited to grow and market my small
business to different chambers through the Cync app.”

PROJECT: EMI PERSONA: The Small Business Owner 
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Background

Susan grew up in a rural North Georgia community in a stable and loving traditional nuclear
family. Both of Susan's parents worked outside of the home, and their jobs encouraged them
to be active in the community, which they could do through the Chamber of Commerce.
Serving on various boards and committees representing their employers, Susan's parents
passed down the values of hard work, generosity, and community involvement. As a result,
Susan had the privilege of seeing the economic prosperity for her family and her town that
comes from her parents' living out those values.

After graduating with an MBA from a state university, Susan is now an executive marketing
professional and a chamber member actively working to network, grow professionally, and
make a difference in her community. Susan has been married for 13 years and has an 11-year
old daughter.

Motivations

Family. Faith. Parents. Professional
Achievement. Philanthropy. Community
progress. 

Frustrations

Lack of community engagement. Red
tape policies. Political posturing. Social
injustices. 

Demographic

Female years32

Georgia

Married

Marketing Executive

100k p/y

Skills

Networking

0 25 50 75 100

Technology

0 25 50 75 100

Guitar

0 25 50 75 100

Business

0 25 50 75 100

Technology Browsers

Channels

SUSAN SMITH

The Chamber Member
MARKET SIZE

20 %

TYPE

Rational

Goals

Network
Community involvement
 Grow professionally
Bring awareness to the growth opportunities of his community.

Quote

“As a member of a chamber myself, I can utilize Cync as a platform to get more involved in the
local community, while collaborating with other chambers to expand our reach.”

PROJECT: EMI PERSONA: The Chamber Member
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Product Comparison:
Wild Apricot

A Chamber Management software that includes an online database, event management tools, a 
way to manage payments from members, build a website, automize emails, and has the 
capability to create an app similar to your website. According to their website, over 26,000 
organizations use this product. 

Cync differentiates from Wild Apricot in that it’s sole purpose is not to manage and facilitate 
Chamber Member involvement, but rather to support the goals of chamber members, the  
organization, small businesses, and the county residents.  We like to think of it as an
 all-inclusive place for all of your community needs, right at your fingertips. In addition, Cync is 
intended to be managed by the Chamber with membership / small business access at their 
 discretion. This will allow for a more streamlined and consistent cadence of information flow 
as well as a specialized experience for each Chamber. 

https://freetrial.wildapricot.com/wildapricot-chamber-management-software-google-1/?utm_term=how%20to%20start%20a%20chamber%20of%20commerce&utm_campaign=vertical-chamber-broad-google&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&hsa_acc=9890756447&hsa_cam=8096109789&hsa_grp=120192305233&hsa_ad=503224993394&hsa_src=g&hsa_tgt=kwd-309716980316&hsa_kw=how%20to%20start%20a%20chamber%20of%20commerce&hsa_mt=b&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ver=3&gclid=CjwKCAjwyvaJBhBpEiwA8d38vOvX3k267ZIrqo4QCmr9YA06uZCGVln2AsJyMBTA_E35PeNFcDRT-RoCRpIQAvD_BwE
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Competitor Research:
ChamberAPP

Description: The ChamberAPP helps users with memberships learn how to utilize their Cham-
ber of Commerce memberships more effectively, whereas Cync would merge the needs of local 
chambers with virtual solutions. However, Cync aims to center its mission around assisting 
chambers on a broader level.

Producer: The Chamber Broadcasting System

Target Market: The ChamberAPP caters to members, whereas our target market would be to 
the chamber of commerce’ themselves.

Marketing Strategies: Web Content Marketing + Facebook, Twitter, and Chamber Social Net-
work connections.

Popularity: Less popular due to cost, The ChamberAPP requires that the Chamber Nation sys-
tem is in place and then this app can be added for a one-time setup fee of $399 when you are a 
Chamber Nation customer and only $29.95 per month.

Keywords/Search Terms: The ChamberApp employs keywords such as: Members, benefits, 
pricing, economic development, online newsroom, local events, community

Appearance: The appearance of the app interface could be improved by being more high-tech. 
The website is simplistic and looks like a word document.

Design: Simplistic with one color and boxy navigation menu

Features: About, News, Memberships, Advocacy, Small Business, Economic Development 
Distribution Methods: Website + Mobile App

Review of Recent User Reviews: Positive Testimonials 

Audience: Age, Rate of Growth: All Ages (18-75), Declining Growth Rate

Review of Recent User Reviews: Positive 

Audience: Age, Rate of Growth: All Ages (18-75), Declining Growth Rate

http://www.chamberorganizer.com/chamberapp.php#:~:text=ChamberAPP%20is%20an%20app%20that%20was%20developed%20to,the%20power%20of%20their%20Chamber%20of%20Commerce%20membership.
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Mobile Chamber

The Mobile Area Chamber of Commerce propagates economic growth in their respective county 
through small business support and industrial expansion. Their mission statement: “to serve as a 
progressive advocate for business needs to promote the Mobile area’s economic well-being. 

Description: The Mobile Chamber App centers around economic development, relocating and 
expanding chambers’ businesses to a mobile platform, supporting memberships, and small 
business development plans. This includes an online newsroom, events calendar, and a job 
opening site for county members. Join the chamber with the member login, economic 
development, small business, advocacy, membership, news, about us. 

Producer:  Mobile Area Chamber of Commerce

Target Market: Members, small businesses, and servicing county members.

Marketing Strategies: Website marketing + Mobile App Technology 

Popularity: A small market under 500 members in Mobile County

Keywords/Search Terms: Common keywords include: Chamber, business, economic 
development, online newsroom, local events, work, live, community

Appearance: Professional yet bulky sections and text is difficult to read

Design: Boxy navigation menu, hard to read, the user experience could be improved 

Features: About, News, Memberships, Advocacy, Small Business, Economic Development 

Distribution Methods: Website + Mobile App

Review of Recent User Reviews: Positive 

Audience: Age, Rate of Growth: All Ages (18-75), Declining Growth Rate

*sources are underlined & hyperlinked throughout doc.

http://www.chamberorganizer.com/chamberapp.php#:~:text=ChamberAPP%20is%20an%20app%20that%20was%20developed%20to,the%20power%20of%20their%20Chamber%20of%20Commerce%20membership.



